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ODUCTORY T
Art -"The formal expression of a conceived image or imagined conception

in terms of a given medium."-Sheldon Cheney

abstraction
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addit ion
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blrng, or putt ing on material,

aesthetic, aesthetics
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art
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o, ' i rragined concept,on In te'ms of a grven
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assemblage
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in the middle of the room rather than on a wall .

Bauhaus

^.- :^.r i  - .^ .* .^ --L^^l  of  archi tecturethatvr iBt  rd i l /  d ucl  I rdr  5Lt tuu

f lourrshed between World War I and Worid
War l l .  -he Baunaus afi 'acred rrary leadrr^g
e\De'  -neTIar a ' l rsrs oi  borh LwO dnd three-.- 

-.-d mensronal f lelds.

casting
A <rr  lntr  , r : l  tcrhninr e n . r rhrrh n r , r1 m:rer r  c
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technique is also known as substitution.

concept
| .  A comprehensive idea or general izat ion,
7.  An idea thal  h. inos d,ve.se elements , r to a
h:cir  rc l : i innqhin

Conceptual art ists
Anists who foc;s on the dea, or "concept. '  or
the work and are much more concerned with
coni icvino :  mcqqrotr  or :n l ' . , , ; r^  .^  . - r - .  'h.^et  r  ta l /Lt t  '5 al  |  /Uso Ll  lo I

with the final product,

conceptual perception
Creative vision derived from the imagination; the
opposite of optical perception.

content
fhe e opression. essenLid '  meaning, s,gn.qcance,
or aesthetic value of a wod< of ad, Content
reierc to rntr  qcnsnrw <r hrcet ive ncvrho no r :

/ ,  """J.-_.-  . -  r" /  _ "  'b _. . '

or emotional properlies we feel rn a worl< of ar1,
:< nnnn<ed f^ nr i r  nAraFnf ian of  t< r le<rrrnt i , re

aspects alone.

craftsmanship
Apti tude, ski l l ,  or qual i ty workmanship n the use
of tools and materials.

Cubism
Tle narre grven to t le parntrng style rvented
by Pablo Picasso and Geoges Brzq.re between
1907 and l9 |  2,  which uses mult ip le v iews
of ohiert< ro.re.rte -he efrect of th-ee-
dimensional i ty while acknowledging the two-
d,mer^sional su'{ace of the picL;.e plare. S gnal-
1e Ihe beprnn rp or dbslracr an, Clbism s a
sem;absLract style that cont,nJec Lne sL.o1g
'-end :rr,  r" frnm rtrnrpqpntdt Onal an nit idted
hv fe, :nre rn -hp :*c lR00S,

decorative (art)
The two-dimensronal nature of an aftwork
or dny of rLs elements, wl^ cr ernpl 'asizes Lhe
^..^^r \  r l . r^a-.  nr  ,  , , . " r , -e.  : tso htc ocneer: l lvcj jg l  dr  r rd i l  cJ5 u d ju LdtL,

referred to the ornamentation or enrichment of
a surface.

descript ive (art)
A rvne of , :11 th;t  rs basec on dcher'ence to' ' / r -  ' '

- -+ 
,1 

-^^^-4r^-^.dLLUdr dvPcdr dr rLs>.

design
The undedyrng plan on which ar-t ists base their
total wort. In a broader sense, des/gn may be
considered synonymous with the term form.

elements of art
l ,np <hrnp rrr l  rc ferr  ra r^;  -^ l^r  rh^ h. . ; .L.  d tu Lv,ut  t  rq ud)rL
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exPression
L The rnani 'estat ion r. troLrgh atrst c 'orrr of

thnr rohr emot ion or at  s l i '  '  nf  mc:nrno ? ln
'- i - ' - ' / ' - . -b_

aft, expressron rs synonymous with the term
content.

form
| ,  The tota appealance, oganizatron, or irven-
lrve arraneemenl of al the vislal elerre. lsbvl l* '

) . .^ .4 
^6 

t^ +Aa nnn. nlac rh:+ '^ ,  l l  rJa' ,a lnn

un t/  In rhe atwor*.:  con'posit  o1. 2, l .  sc.r pture.
can also refer to the three-dimens onal shape of
the work.

glyptic
I  .  Tre qualrrT of  an a. t  ' rate 'a l  l rke stone,
wood, o'n'etal that car be ca' 'ved or engraved.
2. An ar^t form that retains the color, tens le, and
lact ie . . ta i t .es oI  me 'nalerral  f ro 'n which , t  was
crcstecl  ? The nir : l , tv  nf  h:rdnpcc ca rai  lv  na

- '  i - "  ' /  "  - ' /  -

resistance found in caryed or engraved matedals,

graphic (art)
T'vn-d'menqion:l  :r  rrnrg55es sucn ds draw-
ing, paint ing, photography, prntmakrng, and so
on thal eererdl l '  errst on a lrat sur{ace and ca1- '  * 'b '  '  *  /  ' '  "  -  '

a.ef , tp l .e r l  rc,nn nf  ncnlh Cnmmerr i r l  :nnlrc:-

i inn< inr  rdp nnctarc norrr ,. - . . jpape5, Dooks, anc
magazlnes,
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Installations
Intenor or exterior settings of media created
by artists to heighten the viewers' awareness
of the environmental space.

manipulation
The sculptural technique of shaping pl iable
matenals by hand or with the use of tools-
also known as modeling.

malls
l, In graphic art, a shape that appears to stand
out three-dimensionally from the space sur-
rounding it or that appears to create the
illusion of a solid body of material, 2, In the
plastic arts, the physical bulk of a solid body of
maleriat.

rredium, media (pl.)
The matedal(s) and tool(s) used by the arlist
to create the visual elements perceived by the
viewer.

modeling
A sculptural term for shaping a pliable matenal,

Naturalism
The approach to art that is essentially a
description of things visually experienced. Pure
naturalism would contain no personal interpre-
tation introduced by the artist.

negative area
The unoccupred or empty space left after the
posit:ve rmages have been created by the art-
ist, Consideration of the negative areas is just
as impoftant to the organization of form as the
positive areas.

nonobjective, nonrepresentational art
Atype of art that is completely imaginative,
in which the elements, their organization, and
theirtreatment are entirely personalized and
the image is not derived from anything visually
nerrcivcd hv the eriicf

objective
That which is based on the physrcal reality
ofthe oblect and reflects no personal inter-
pretation. bias, or emotion: the opposite of
subjective.

optical perception
A purely visual experience with no exag-
geration or creative interpretation ofthat
which is seen; the opposite of conceptual
perception.

organic unity
A condition in which the components of ar1
(subjea, form, and content) are completely
interdependent. Though not a guarantee of
"greatness," the resulting wholeness is vital to a
successful wort.

picture frame
The outermost limits or boundary of the pic-
ture plane.

picture plane
The actual flat surface on which the artist exe-
cutes a pictorial image. In some cases, the pic-
ture plane acts merely as a transparent plane
of reference to establish the illusion of forms
existing in a three-dimensional space.

plane
l. An area that is essentially two-dimensional,
having height and width, 2, A two-dimensional
pictonal sur-face that can supporl the illusion
of advancing or receding elements. 3. A flat
crr r ln i r , r r l  c '  r r fera

plastic (art)
l .  The use of the elements to create the
i l lusion of the third dimension on a two-
dimensional surface. 2. Three-dimensional
art forms such as architect' rrc qrr rlntr rrc
ceramrcs, and so on.

positive area
The ql rhre.t-whether reoresentatronal or
nonrepresentatronal-which is produced by
the art elements (shape, l ine, etc,) ortheir
combination. (See negative area.)

principles of organization
Concepts that guide the arrangement and inte-
gration of the elements in achieving a sense of
visual order and overall visual unity. They are
harmony, variety, balance, proportion, domi-
nance, movement, and economy,

Process artists
Artists who focus on the execution, or
"process," of the work and are much more
concemed with the technique they employ in
creating the work than with the final product.

realism, Realism (art movement)
A style of art that emphasizes universal charac-
teristics ratherthan specif rc information (e.g., a
general ization of al | "motherhood" rather.than
an extremely detailed portr^ait of a specif rc

woman), As a movement, it relates to painters
like Honor6 Daumier in nineteenth-century
France and Winslow Homer in the United
States in the | 850s.

relief sculpture
An artwork, graphic in concept but sculptural
in application, utilizing relatively shallow depth
to establish images. The space development
may range from very limited projection, known
as low relief, to more exaggerated space devel-
opment, known as high relief. Relief sculpture is
meant to be viewed frontally, not in the round.

representational art
A type of art rn which the subject is presented
through the visual aft elements so that the
observer is remrnded of actual objects (see
naturalism and realism).

sculpture
The ar1 of shaping three-dimensional materials
IO eXPreSS an rcea.

shape
An area that stands out from its surroundings
because of a deflned or implied boundary
or because of differences of value, color, or
texture.

sPace
The interval, or measurable distance, between
points or images; can be actual or illusionary,

style
The specific artistic character and dominant
trends of form noted during periods of history
and art movements. Style may also referto
arlists' expressive use of media to give their
works individual character

subject
l. In a descnptive approach to ad, refers to
the persons orthings represented, 2. In more
abstract applications, refers to visual images
that may have little to do with anything expen-
enced in the natural environment.

subjective
That which is derived from the mind, instead
of physical reality, and reflects a personal bias,
emotion, or rnnovative interpretation; the
opposite of objective.

The Vocabulary of  Introductory Terms



substitution
In sculpture, replacing one matenal or medium
with another. (See also casting.)

subtraction
A sculptural term meaning the carving or cut-
ting away of material.

technique
The manner and skill with which artists employ
their tools and matedals to achieve an expres-
sive effect.

THE EVOLVING
NATURE OF ART
The desire to create is not a new phe-
nomenon. It appears to be a fundamen-
tal yearning that can be traced back
to the earliest recesses of history. Our
prehistoric ancestors crawled through
dark cave passa€ies, where, by flickering
torchlight, they created amazing images
of bison and horses, engraved on antler,
and sculpted bulbous figures (figs. 1.1

Running Horse Attocked by Arrows.
Paleol i thic cave paint ing, c. 15,000-10,000
g.c.r. ,  Lascaux, France. In the conte>it of fne
aft, one meaning of the word fundomental s
the essenr al o'  bas c u'oe to create dft.  I  I_"""""_-b'

1"55 nqiArl  Resource. NY

th ree-dimensional
Possesses the dimensions of (or i l lusions of)
height, width, and depth. In the graphic arls,
the feel ing of depth is an i l lusion, while in the
plastic ar1s, the work has actual depth,

two-dimensional
Possesses the dimensions of height and width,
especially when considering the flat surface, or
prcrure prane.

and 1.2). Why did they work in grottos
of protruding rock with such limited
access? Were the images meant to be
shared witl-r others? Were they part of
a shaman's ritual to ensure a successful
hunt, worship the spirits of bison and
horses, or ensure fertility and the con-
tinuation of the tribe? Although we may
speculate about their purposes, t l 'rese
early images reveal something as old as
humanity itself-the magical urge and
need to create.

unity
The result of bringing the elements of ar1
the appropriate ratio between harmony and
variety to give a sense of oneness,

volume
The measurable amount of deflned or occu-
pied space in a three-dimensional object.

Even now, during the current
of manned and robotic sDace ex
tion, we seem as driven as the a
to interpret the workings of the
verse and our immediate envi
tl 'rrough art (f ig. 1.3). In fact, the
of artwork being created today is
rivaled. Art presents the ordinary in
extraordinary way and gives meani
to the mundane. It provides the
that brings vitality to everyday
ences and transports us to so

l,, i i ir,'. :d '  'w

'q*j .'.ri.N
"t {r l

! "1
, . t&'1" ' r .. :  ?; I
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S Form
THEVOCABULARY OF FORM

FORM AND VISUAL ORDERING

THE PRINCIPLES OF ORGANIZATION
Harmony

Repetition
Rhythm
Pattern
Closure (Visual Grouping)
Visual Linking

Shcred Edges
' 1verlopping

Tronsparency
lnterpenetrotton

Linking through Extensions (lmplied and Subjective Edges/
Lines/Shapes)

Excessive Use of Harmony
Variety

Contrast
Elaboration
The Dualism of Harmony and Variety

Balance
Symmetr ical  Balance (Formal Balance)
Approximate Symmetrical Balance
Radial Balance
Asymmetrical Balance (lnformal/Occult Balance)

Proportion
Dominance
Movement
Economy

SPACE: RESULT OF ELEMENTS AND PRINCIPLES

THREE-DIMENSIONAL FORM AND THE PRINCIPLES
OF ORGANIZATION

Harmony andVariety
Balance
Proportion
Dominance
Movement
Economy

FORM UNITY:A SUMMARY

Paul Witkin, leffDavies, 1980. Oil on canvas,6 x 4k. (1.83 x 1.22
Palmer Museum of Art, Pennsy vania State Univers ty Gift of the American Academy

and Instrtute of Arts and Lettere (Hassam and Spercher Purchase Fund).

Jerome m).
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Form - l. The total appearance, organization, or inventive arrangement of all the visual elements
according to the principles that will develop unity in the artwork; composition. 2. In sculpture, form

can also refer to the three-dimensional shape of the work.

accent
Any stress or emphasis given to the elements of
a composition that brings them more attention
than other features that surround or are close to
them. Accent can be created by a brighter color,
darker value, greater size, or any other means by
which a difference is expressed.

allover pattern
A design that is formed through the systematic
repetition of smaller designed units over an
entire sur-face,

approximate symmetry
The use of similar imagery on either side of a
central axis. The visual matenal on one side may
resemble that on the other hr rt is v:ried fn nrc-
vent vrsual monotony,

asymmetry
"Without symmetry"; having unequal or non-
corresponding pads. An example: a two-
dimensional artwod< that, without any neces-
sarily visible or implied axis, displays an uneven
distnbution of parts throughout.

atectonic
Three-dimensional wo't characterized by con-
siderable amounts ofspace; open, as opposed to
massive (ortectonic), and often with extended
-^^^^!-^^^dPPEr rud5c>,

balance
A sense of equil ibdum between areas of implied
weight, attention, attraction, or moments of
force; one of the pnnciples of organization,

closure
A concept from Gestalt psychology in which
the mind perceives an rncomplete pattem or
information to be a complete, uni{led whole;
the artist provides minimum visual clues, and the
observer brings them to final recognition.

composition
The arranging and/or structuring of all the ar1
elements, according to the pnnciples of organi-

zation, that achieves a unifled whole. Often used
interchangeably with the term design.

design
The organizing process or underlying plan on
which artists base theirtotal work. In a broader
sense, desrgn may be considered synonymous
with the terms form and composition.

dominance
The pnnciple of organization in which certain
visual elements assume more importance than
others within the same composition or design.
Some features are emphasized, and others are
subordinated. Dominance is often created by
increased contrasts through the use of isolation,
placement, direction, scale, and characler.

economy
The distillation of the image to the basic essen-
tials for clarity of presentation; one of the prin-
ciples of organization.

form
l. The total appearance, organization, or inven-
tive arrangement of all the vrsual elements
according to the principles that will develop
unity in the artwork; composition. 2. ln sculpture,
form can also refer to the three-dimensional
shape of the work.

Gestalt, Gestalt psychology
A German word for "form"; an organized whole
in expenence, Around 1912. the Gestalt psy-
chologists promoted the theory that explains
psychological phenomena by their relationships
to total forms, or Gesto/ten, rather than their
parts. In other words, our reaction to the whole
is greater than our reaction to its individual parts
or characleristics, and our minds integrate and
organize chaotic stimuli so that we see complete
pattems and recognizable shapes.

golden mean, golden section
L Golden mean-'perfect' harmonrous pro-
porlions that avoid extremes; the moderation

between exlremes, 2, Golden section-a tra-
ditional proportional system for visual
expressed when a line or area is divided into
two sections so that the smaller part is to the
larger as the larger is to the whole, The ratio
developed is l:1.6 | 80, or roughly 8: | 3.

harmony
A principle of organization in which parts of a
composition are made to relate through com-
m onal ity-re peated o r shared ch aracteristics,
elements, or visual units. Harmony is the
site of variety.

interpenetration
The positioning of planes, oblects, or shapes so
that they appear to pass through each other,
which locks them together within a specifled
:rea nf  cnerc

kinetic (art)
From the Greek word klnesls, meanins '
ar1 that involves an element of random or
mechanical movement.

mobile
A three-drmensional, moving sculpture.

moments of force
The direction and degree of energy implied by
the art elements in specific compositional situa-
tions; amounts of visual thrust produced by such
matters as dimension, placement, and accent.

motif
A designed unit or pattem that is repeated
enough in the total composrtion to make it a
signif rcant or dominant feature. Motif is similar to
"theme" or "melody" in a musical composition.

moYement
Eye travel directed by visual pathways in a work
of ar1; one of the principles of organization.
lYovement is guided by harmonious connec-
tions, areas of varietylhe placement of visual
weights, areas of dominance, choices in propor-
tions, spatial devices, and so on.

46 CHAPTER 2 Form



arlistic design (sometimes serving as a
for imitatro.r), 2, A repeating element
design that can produce a new set of

or organrzat|on.

of organization
that guide the arrangement and inte-

of the elements in achievins a sense of
order and overall visual unity, They are

variety, balance, proportion, domi-
movement, and economy.

comparative relationship of srze between
or the parls of a whole. For example, the

ofthe Statue of Liberly's hand relates to
size of her head, (See scale.) Proportion is
of the pnnciples of organization,

from a center.

FORM AND VISUAL
ORDERING
A work of art always has three essential
c0mponents: subject, form, and content.
These components may vary in degree
of emphasis, but their interdependence
is so great that no single one can exist
without the others, nor can it be fully
understood in isolation from the others.
The entire artwork should be more im-
portant than any one of its components
(hg.2.1).In this chapter, we explore the
component form in order to investigate

1. I Diego Rivera, The Liberotion of the Peon,
193 1.Fresco,6f t .2 in.  x7f t .  l  l in.(1.88 x
2.41 m). -le e  e )ee a po rL ca dl st rra-  ̂ 8
il(cnl  ,nnronr ' r lF -na c^nFalca.r  raFal  mrTc-

nal.Withoutthe effectve use of form, however,
the datement wou d be far ess forceful. Ph ade oh a
Yuseum cf Ar1 PA G ft of Mr. cnd l ' '1E. ledre'1 C,rmcron

l'1oms. O Ph ace p" a Museum of A't/Corb s lYed a Reprocuc

ton auiFcrzed b. \,rl o'a nst:! ie o' F ne A'1 and L ter"t"r€ oi

Mdxco a^c Ba-co oe [1cx cc O 2008 Ba"co cc l"lcr co D ego

Rve,? aic :-dd Kdrr o f 'J!se.n's Trrst. Av C nco de M.rro l\ lo.

2 Co Centrl. De C-,ruhtenroc 05059 Mex co. D t

repeti t ion
The use oi the same visual effecl.  and/or
similar visual effects-a number of times in the
same composition, Repetition may produce
the dominance of one visual idea, a feel ing of
harmonious relat ionship, an obviously planned
pattern, or a rhythmic movement,

rhythm
A continuance, a f low, or a sense of move-
ment achieved by the repetition of regulated
visual units; the use of measured accents.

scale
The association of size relative to a constant
standard or specific unit of measure related to
human dimensions. For example, the Statue
of Liberly's scale is apparent when she is seen
next to an automobile. (See proportion.)

symmetry
The exact duplication of appearances in
mirrodike repeti t ion on either side of a (usu-
ally imaginary) straight-lined central axis.

tectonic
The quality of simple massrvenessi three-
dimensional work lacking any signi{rcant extru-
sions or intrusions.

transparency
A visual quality in which a distant image or ele-
ment can be seen through a nearer one.

variety
Differences achieved by opposing, contrasting,
changi ng, elaborating, or diversifyi ng elements
in a composition to add individualism and
interest. Variety is an important pr,nciple of
organization; the opposite of harmony.

visual unity
A sense of visual oneness-an organization of
the elements into a visual whole, Visual unity
results from the appropriate ratio between
harmony and variety (in conjunclion with the
other principles of organization).

Form and Visual  Order ing 47
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ELEMENTARY MEANS OF COMMUNICATION

CHARACTERISTICS OF LINE

Rico Lebrun, Seated Aown, 1941. lnk and wash, with red and black chalk,39 x 29 in.
Santa Bar"bara lYuseum of Ar1, eift of Mn and 1"16. Arthur B. Sachs.

LINE AND THE OTHER ART ELEMENTS
Line and Shape
Line and Value
Line andTexture
Line and Color

THE SPATIAL CHARACTERISTICS OF LINE

LINE AS REPRESENTATION AND EXPRESSION

THREE-DIMENSIONAL APPLICATIONS OF LINE

OF LINE
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L INE
Line - The path of a moving point made by a tool, instrument, or medium as it moves across an

area. A l ine is usually made visible because it contrasts in value with its surroundings. Three-
dimensional l ines may be made using string, wire, tubes, solid rods, and the l ike.

arns
On three-drmensional oo;ects. the sharp edge

^r 
r iA6o f^.ma/]  h, .  +\^,^ . , , , { . -^.  m^^+ 

^^ -+ 
a^ut r  ru5g rur ' rEU u/  Lvvu >ut rdLg5 trrggL,r  rB dL dt  I

anple. lYade vis'ble bv cast shadow, t is oftenlJb'! ; - ' ' :199'  
- /

in temreted r<:  l inc

cal l igraphic l ines
Lines that are general ly ' lowrng and rhythrnical.
lrLe rhe nr r : l i t ic< fnr  ,nd in thc l .  ind nf  

'a,r , t ino
ral laA rnl l iarnnh,t

calligraphy
Eiegant, decorative writrng.

contour
ln ar1, the line that deflnes the outermost limits
nf :n nh,err  nr  :  dr : rarn nr n: inred qh:ne l t  is

sometimes considered to be synonymous with
olrt//ne; as such, it rnd cates an edge that also may
be def rred by the extremit es of dark. light, rex-
ture, or color.

L INE: THE
ELEMENTARY MEANS
OF COMMUNICATION
Line may be the most familiar element
of art because we use it every day.
As a graphic device, l ines provide a
means of sharing ideas. They are used
by every l iterate culture to create ideo-
grams (pictorial svmbols of objects) or
sound svmbols (alphabets) that are tl-re
basis of h'ritten language. In art, l ine is
the primarv element in sketching and
drawinp;, and it is often employed in
preparation for larger r,r'orks. Combined
pictorially, l ines can communicate dif-

cross-contour
A l ine that moves across a shape or oblecl to
def rne the sur{ace undulat ions between the out-
ermost edges.

cross-hatching
(See hatching.)

expression
r. The manifestat ion trrough art ist 'c for^m of a
thought, emotion, or qual i ty of meaning. 2. In art,
expressron is synonymous with the word content.

gestural l ines
Lrnes that are drawn f1^sgly, quickly, and seern-
ingly w'thout rnhrbitron :n order to capture the
'ntnns c sprrrt  and animation seen in the sublect.
Gestural lines can imply the past, present, and
future motion of the subject,

ficult concepts lr,'here words alone fail.
"A picture is worth a thousand words"
is an old saying that points out the ease
with which graphic images have long
been understood.

The term /i le is also used in many
other contexts: the checkout l ine, the
football l ine, a police l ineup, the l ine
of sight, t l-re gas l ine, and so on. These
everyday expressions imply something
that is strung out or stretched a certain
distance. You have undoubtedly stood
in line for something and felt impatience
turn to relief as you reached the front.
Your l ine may have been single fi le
(narrow) or two abreast (wider). More
than likely, the people in your line were

hatching
Reneater l  <trnlu c< nf  an : r - t  tnnl  nrni , r r inn

P'  vuur '  '5

clustered (usually parallel) lines that create
values. In cross-hatching, similar l ines pass over
the batched lines in a different direction, usual y
result ing in darker values,

impl ied l ine
A l ine that dims, faces. stops, and/or disap-
pears. The missing porlron of the l ine is implied
to continue and is visual ly cornpleted by the
observer as the line reappears. Also known as
a subject:e l ine.

l ine
The path of a rroving po,rt  r^rade by a rool,
instrurrent, or nqedilrm as i t  moves across an
area. A l i re rs usra lv made visible because iL' /  "* '
contrasts in value with its s;rror.rndings, Three-
dimcnc on:L rnc< miv hF m:de r ,c ino c l r ino'5 .. ' , " ' ,6

wire, tubes, solid rods, and the l ike,

irregularly spaced, and mavbe the l ine
even became straggly at some point. A
standing l ine often exhibits differences
in width because of the different sizes of
the people in the l ine or because people
are bunched together-although this
l-rad better not happen in a military
parade, where a perfect formation is
required.

Art l ines and "people l ines" have
many characteristics in common. Theo-
retically, a l ine is an extension of a dot.
When a standing l ine begins to form,
the first person holds his or her place
like a single dot. But as other peopie are
added, with their different dimensions
and positions, the l ine's characteristics
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Shape - An area that stands out from its surroundings because of a defined

or implied boundary or because of differences of value, color, or texture.

actual shape
A positive area with clearly defined boundaries
(as opposed to an implied shape).

amorphous shape
A shape without clear deflnition: formless, indis-
tinct, and of uncerlain drmension.

biomorphic shape
An irregular shape that resembles the freely
developed curves found in living organisms.

Cubism
The name given to the painting style invented by
Pablo Picasso and Georges Braque between 1907
and l9 | 2, which uses multiple views of oblects
to create the effect of three-dimensionality while
acknowledging the two-dimensional surface
of the picture plane. Signaling the beginning of
abstract ar1, Cubism is a semiabstract style that
continued the strong trend away from represen-
tational art initiated by C6zanne in the late 1800s.

curvilinear shape
A shape whose boundaries consist of predomi-
nantly curved lines; the opposite of rectilinear.

decorative (shape)
Omamenting or ennching but, more importantly
in ar1, stressing the two-dimensional nature of an
artwork or any of its elements. Decorative ar1
emphasizes the essential flatness of a sur{ace.

equivocal space
A condition, usually intentional on the artist's
pad, in which the viewer may, at different tlmes,
see more than one set of relationships between
art elements or depicted objects. This may be
compared to the familiar "optical illusion."

geometric shape
A shape that appears related to geometry; usu-
ally simple, such as a trrangle. rectangle, or circle.

implied shape
A shape that does not physically exist but is
suggested through the psychological connec-
tion of dots, l ines, areas, or their edpes. (See
Gestalt in the Glossary.)

kinetic (art)
From the Greek word klnesig meaning
"motion"; ar"t that includes the element of actual
movement.

mass
l. ln graphic ar1, a shape that appears to stand
out three-dimensionally from the space sur-
rounding it or creates the iilusion of a solid body
of material. 2. In the plastic arts, a physical bulk
of material. (See volume.)

objective
That which is based, as closely as possible, on
physical actuality or optical perception. Such art
tends to appear natural or real; the opposite of
subjective.

perspective
Any graphic system used to create the illusron of
three-dimensional images and/or spatial relation-
ships in which the objects ortheir parts appear
to diminish as they recede into the distance.
(See the discussion of atmosphenc perspective
and linear perspective in Chapter 8.)

planar (shape)
Havrng to do with planes; shapes that have
height and width but no indication of thickness,

plane
i. An area that is essentially two-dimensional,
having height and width. 2. A two-dimensional
pictorial surface that can support the illusion of
advancing or receding elements. 3. A flat sculp-
tural surface,

plastic (shape)
l. Element(s) used in such a manner as to cre-
ate the illusion of the third dimension on a
two-dimensional sur{ace. 2. Three-dimensional
aft forms, such as architecture, sculpture, and
ceramics.

rectilinear shape
A shape whose boundaries consist of straight
lines; the opposite of curvilinear.

shape
An area that stands out from its surroundings
because of a deflned or implied boundary
or because ofdifferences ofvalue, color, or
texture.

silhouette
The area between or bounded by the con-
tours, or edges, ofan object; the total shape.

subjective
That which is denved from the mind, instead
of physical reality, and reflects a personal bias,
emotion, or innovative interpretation; the
opposite of objective.

Surrealism
A style of artistic expression, influenced by
Freudian psychology, that emphasizes fantasy
and whose subjects are usually experiences
revealed by the subconscious mind through
the use of automatic techniques (rubbings,
doodles, blots, cloud pattems, etc.), Originally
a literary movement that grew out of Dadai
Surrealism was established by a literary mani
festo written by Andr6 Breton in 1924.

three-dimensional
Possesses, or creates the illusion of possessing
the dimensions of depth, height, and width.
In the graphic arts, the feeling of depth is an
illusion, while in the plastic arts, the work has
actual deoth.

two-dimensional
Possesses the dimensions of height and width,
especially when considering a flat surface or
picture plane.

void
l. An area lacking positive substance and
consisting of negative space. 2. A spatial area
within an object that penetrates and passes
through it.

volume
A measurable alrount ofdefined, three-
dimensional space, (See mass.)

422 CHAPIER 4 Shape
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Value - l. The relative degree of lightness or darkness. 2. The characteristic of color determined

by the degree of lightness or darkness or the quantity of light reflected by the color.

achromatic value
Relating to differences of lightness and darkness,
without regard for hue and intensity.

cast shadow
The dark area that occurs on a surface as a
result of something being placed between that
surface and a light source,

chiaroscuro
l. The distnbution of l ights and dar*s in a pic-
ture, usually in an attempt to develop the illu-
sion of mass, volume, or space. 2. A technique
of representation that blends light and shadow
gradually to create the illusion of three-
dimensional objects in space or atmosphere.

chromatic value
The value (relative degree of lightness or dark-
ness) demonstrated by a given color.

closed-value composition
A composition in which values are contained
within the edges or boundanes of shapes.
The value pattem reveals the sublect(s) and
is dependent upon the positioning of the
subject(s).

decorative (value)
Omamenting or enriching but, more importantly
in ar1, stressing the two-dimensional nature of an
arlwork or any of its elements. Decorative value
stresses the essential flatness of a sur^face.

high-key value
A value that has a level of middle gray or lighter.

INTRODUCTION
TO VALUE
RELATIONSHIPS
From the rising of the sun to the soft
glow of  the moon, we see images as
light against dark or dark against light.

highlight
The portion of an object that, from the observ-
ers position, receives the greatest amount of
direct light.

local value
The relative lightness or darkness of a surface,
seen in the objeclive wodd, that is independent
of any effect created by the degree of light falling
on it,

low-key value
A value that has a level of middle gray or darker.

open-value composition
A composition in which values are not limited by
the edges ofshapes and therefore flow across
shape boundanes into adjoining areas, The value
pattem created is unrelated to the location of
thc <r rhiert/c\

plastic (value)
Value used to create the illusion of volume and
sPace.

sfumato
A technique devised by Leonardo da Vinci of
softly blending areas from light to dad< creating
subtle transitions. lmages often have vague out-
lines and ahary or smolly appearance. Sfumoto is
derived from the Latin fumo, meaning "smoke,"
Leonardo described sfumato as "without lines
or borders, in the manner of smoke beyond the
focus plane."

The greater the contrast, the easier the
image can be seen-although an ex-
treme contrast of light and dark is not
always necessary for an object to be
understandable.

In the visual arts, an area's relative
lightness or darkness is referred to as

shadow
The darker value on the surface ofan obi
that suggests that a porlion of it is tumed
from or obscured by the source of light,

shallow space
The illusion of limited depth. With shallow
space, the imagery moves only a slight
back from the picture plane.

silhouette
The area between or bounded by the con-
tours, or edges, of an object as defined by
contrast ofvalue; the total shape.

tenebrism
A technique ofpainting that ex2qgerates
emohasizes the effests of chiaroscuro.
amounts of dark value are placed close to
smaller areas of highly contrasting lights-
which change suddenly-in orderto
trate attention on important features.

value
l. The relative degree of lightness or da*-
ness, 2, The characteristic of color
by the degree of lightness or dartness or
quantity of light reflected by the color,

value pattern
The arrangement or organization of values
control compositional movement and
unifying effect throughout a work of art.

its value. Contrasts in value allow
to see lines and shapes, sense
and dimensionality, and perceive
face textures. Our eyes are also
through a composition by the pa
of those value contrasts. which

t50 CHAPTER 5 Value
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INTRODUCTION feel the slippery smoothness of the page,s
surface. Look around, and you will see
many other textures-some that warn
you of danger, others that entice and in-
vite exploration. In fact, everything has
a texture, from the rough surface of tree
bark to the soft fluffiness of a calpet, from
the hard glossiness of a window pane to
the jagged edge of broken glass. Look a
little further, and there may even be a
painting or an art reproduction full of
textures. Although that artwork has a
texture when touched, it most likely also
gives the appearance ofa different texture

derived from the appearance ofan
surface but rearranged and/or simpli-
the artist to satis! the demands of the

that can be experienced through the
oftouch (as opposed to a surface visually

by the arlist),

that involves grouping actual items
ional objects) in a display. The

may be found or specially created, and
are often displayed "in situ"-that is, in

position or in the middle of a room
than on a wall,

perspective
illusion of depth produced in graphic works

values, softening details and tex-
reducrng value contrasts, and neutralizins
in obiects as they recede.

of picturemaking in which real
possessrng actual textures are attached

to the pisture-plane sur-face, often jn combina_
tion with painted or drawn passages.

genre paintings
Paintings with subject matters that concem
everyday life, domestic scenes, family relation-
ships, and the like.

invented texture
A created texture whose only source is the
artrst's imagination. lt generally produces a deco_
rative pattem and should not be confused with
abstract texture.

paint guality
The intnnsic character of a painting medium-
thickness, glossiness, and so forlh-whjch
can enrich a surface through its own textural
interest,

papier coll€
A visual and tactile technique in which scraps
of paper having various textures are pasted to
the picture surface to enrich or embellish those
areas. The printing of text or images on those
scraps can provide further visual richness or
decorative pattern.

Pattern
l. Any artistic design (sometimes serving as a
model for imitation). 2, A series of repeated
elements and/or designs that are usually varied
and produce interconnections and obvious
directional movements.

simulated texture
A convincing copy or translation of an object,s
texture in any medium. (See trompe l,oeil.)
tactile
A quality that refers to the sense oftouch.
texture
The sur face character of a matenal that can be
expenenced through touch or the illusion of
touch. Texture is produced by natural forces
or through an aftist's manipulation of the ad
elements,

trompe I'oeil
Literally, "deceives the eye"; the copying of
nature with such exactitude as to be mistaken
forthe real thing. (See simulated texture.)

than what can actually be felt. Our world
is full of varied tactile experiences.

THE NATURE
OF TEXTURE
Texture may be unique among the
art elements because it immediately
activates two sensory processes. It
is more intimately and dramatically
known through the sense of touch, but
we can also see texture and, thus, predict

TO TEXTURE
Texture is a universal experience that
often occurs on a subconscious level.
Whether running your toes through
grass or putting on a sweater, you feel the
unique tactile quality of those materials,
even if you are not overtly aware of it.
Even while holding this book, you gather
specific information about the feel of its
surface. Place your fingers against the
open edge, and sense the sharp corners
or the ridged effect of the stacked pages;

THI"f'frUffE OF
Texture - The surhce character of a material that can be experienced through touch or the illusion
of touch. Texture is produced by natural forces or through an aftist's manipulation of the art elements.

The Nature of  Texture 167
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Color - The visual response to different wavelengths of sunlight identified as red, green, blue,
and so on; having the physical properties of hue, intensity, and value.

that conforms to established traditions and
conventions as practiced in formal aft

Academic aft stresses standards, set
and rules.

to color oerceived only in terms of neu-
grays from light to dark; without hue.

color
created by supenmposing light rays. Add-

together (or superimposing) the three pri-
colors of light-red, blue, and green-will

white. The secondanes are cyan, yel-
and magenta.

colors
that are closeiy related in hue. They

usually adiacent to each other on the color

punty of a hue, or its freedom from
black, or gray (and wavelenghs of other
? The intensi tv of  r  hrre ? Cnmnr r tcr

often refer to chroma as soturotion.

to the presence of color.

value
relative degree of lightness or darkness

by a given color.

visual response to different wavelengths of
identifled as red, sreen, blue, and so on;

the physical propedres of hue, intensity,

tetrad
colors. equally spaced on the color wheel,

ing a pnmary and its complement and a
oair of intermediates. This has

to mean any organization of color on
forming a rectangle that could include

color triad
Three colors, equally spaced on the color wheel,
forming an equilaterd triangle. The twelve-step
color wheel is made up of a primary tnad, a sec-
ondary triad, and two intermediate triads.

complementary colors
Two colors directly opposite each other on the
color wheel. A primary color is complementary
to a secondary color, which is a mixture of the
two remaining pnmanes.

high-key color
Any color that has a value level of middle gray
or lghter.

hue
The generic name of a color (red blue, green,
etc.): also designates a color's position in the
spectrum or on the color wheel. Hue is deter-
mined by the specific wavelength of the color in
a ray of light.

intensity
The saturation, strength, or purity of a hue. A
vivrd color is of high intensity: a dull color is of
low intensity.

intermediate color
A color produced by a mixture of a pnmary
color and a secondary color.

intermediate triad
A group of three intermediate colors that are
equally spaced on the color wheel and form
an equilateral tnangle; two groups of inter-
mediate triads are found on the color wheel:
red-orange/yel low-green/bl ue-violet and
red-violeVblue-green/yel low-orange.

local (objective) color
The color as seen in the objective world (green
grass, blue sky, red bam, etc.).

low-key color
Any color that has a value level of middle gray
or darter.

monochromatic
Having only one hue; may include the com-
plete range of value (of one hue) from white
to black

neutralized (color), neutralization
(of color)
Color that has been grayed or reduced in
intensity by being mixed with any of the neu-
trals or with a complementary color (so that
the mixture contains all three primanes, in
equal or unequal amounts).

neutrals
| , The rnclusion of all color wavelengths
will produce white, and the absence of any
wavelengths will be perceived as black. With
neutrals, no single color is noticed-only a
sense of light and dark or the range from white
through gray to black. 2. A color altered by the
addition of its complement so that the onginal
sensation of hue is lost or grayed.

patina
l. A natural f i lm, usually greenish, that results
from the oxidation of bronze or other metallic
matenal. 2. Colored pigments and/or chemicals
applied to a sculptural surface.

pigment
A color substance that gives its color prop-
erty to another matenal by being mixed with
it or covenng it. Pigments, usually insoluble,
are added to liquid vehicles to produce paint
and ink. They are different from dyes, which
are dissolved in l iquids and give their color-
ing effects by staining or being absodred by a
material.

primary color
A preliminary hue that cannot be broken
down or reduced into component colors.
Primary colors are the basic hues of any color
system that in theory may be used to mix all
other colors.

split-complement.

The Vocabulary of  Color r83
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primary triad
The three primary colors on the color wheel
(red, yellow, and blue), which are equally
-^^-^!  ^^r  t^  - -  -^ enrr i latemi t r i :nole>PdLgudlru r9r i l rdt  |  _f  _. .__-._.- . - . .d.- .

secondary color
A color produced by a mrxture of two prrmary
colors.

secondary triad
The fhree serondarv colors on the color
wheel (orange, green, and violet), which are
equally spaced and form an equilateral tnangle.

shade (of color)
A color produced by mixing black with a hue.
which lowers the value level and decreases the
quantity of light reflected.

simultaneous contrast
When two different colons come into direct
contact, the contrast intensifes the difference
between them.

sPectrum
The band of individual colors that results when
a beam o[whrte lrght rs broken into rts compo-
nent wavelengths, identiflable as hues.

THE CHARACTERISTICS
OF COLOR
Color, the most universally appreciated
element, appeals to children and adults
instantly. Infants reach out for brightly
colored objects,  and older chi ldren
watcl-r in fascination as yellow mixed
with blue magically becomes green. The
average person finds color exciting and
attractive. This person may cluestion art
for many other reasons but seldom ob-
jects to the use of color, provided that
it is harmonior-rs in character. In fact, a
work of art can frequently be appreci-
ated for its color style alone.

Color is one of the most expressive
elements because i t  af fects our emo-

spli t-complement(s)
A color and the two colors on either side of its
complement.

subjective color
l .  That which is derived from the mind, instead
of physrcal reairty. 6nl reflects a penonal b,as,
emotion, or intepretation. 2. A sublective
color tends to be inventive or creative.

subtractive color
The sensatron of color rhat is oroduced when
wavelengths of light are reflected back to the
viewer after al l  other wavelenglhs have been
subtracted and/or absorted,

tertiary color
Color resulting from the mixture of all three
pnmanes, two secondary colors, or comple-
menLary intenmed,ates. Terl iary colors are
characterized by the neutralization of intensity
and hue. A great variety of tertiary colors,
created by mixing differing amounts of the
parent colors, are found on the inner rings
of the color wheer. which lead to comprete
neutralrzatron.

t ions direct ly.  When we view a work
of art ,  we do not have to rat ional ize
what we are supposed to feel  about
its color; instead, we have an imn-redi-
ate emotional reactiot-t to it. Pleasing
rhythms and l-rarmonies of color sat-
isfy our aesthetic desires. We like cer-
ta in combinat ions of  color and reiect
others.  In representat ional  ar t ,  color
identif ies objects and creates i l lusion-
istic space. The study of color is based
on scient i f ic  theory-pr inciples that
can be observed and easi ly system-
at ized. In th is chapter,  we wi l l  exarn-
ine these basic character ist ics of  color
relationships to see how tl-rey help give
form and meanin€ l  to the subject of an
artist 's work.

tint (of color)
A color produced by mixing white with a hue,
which raises the value level and increases the
quantity of light reflected.

tonality, tone (color)
I . A generic term for the quality of a color,
often rndicating a slight modiflcatjon in hue,
value, or intensity for example, yellow with
a greenrsh tone. 2. The dominatrng hue, value,
or intensity; for example, artwork containing
mostly red and red-orange will have an overall
tonality of red (the dominant hue), and areas
of color might have a dark tonality (indicating
the dominant volue) or a muted tonality (indi-
cating the dominant lntensrty level).

value (color)
| . The relaLrve degree of lighlness or darkness,
2. The cha.acterist ic of color deLermined by
its lightness or darkness or the quantity of light
raf lar+aA h' ,  tha rnlnr

value pattern
The arrangement or organization of values
control compositional movement and createa
unifying effect throughout a work of art,

L IGHT: THE SOURCE
OF COLOR
Color begins with and is derived from
light, either natural or artificial. Where
there is l i tt le l ight, there is l i tt le color;
where the light is strong, color is li
to be irrtense. Wl-ren the light is
such as at clusk or dawn, it is di
to distinguish one color from a
Under strong sunlight, as in tropical
mates, colors seem to take on additi
intensity.

Every ray of ligl-rt comitlg from
sun is composed of waves that vi
different speeds. The sensation of
is aroused in tl-re mind by the waY
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atmospheric perspective
The r l lusion of deep space produced in graphic
wod<s by lightening values, softening details and
texlures, reducing value contrasts, and neu-
tralizrng colors in oblects as they recede (see
perspective.)

decorative (space)
Omamenting or ennching but, more importantly
in art, stressing the two-dimensronal nature of
an artwort or any of its elements. Decorative
ar1 (space) emphasizes the essential flatness of a
surface.

four-dimensional space
An imaginative treatment of forms that gives a
sense of intervals of time or motion.

fractional representation
A pictorral device (used notably by the Egyp-
trans) in which several spatial aspects of the
same subject are combined in the same image.

infinite space
A concept in which the picture frame acts as
a wrndow thror.Lgh which objects can be seen
rpcedino cndlecclv'. '_--  b-  - -" /

installations
lnterior or exterior settings of media created by
arlists to heighten the viewers' awareness of the
enrrrronment: l  <n:ce

'- __'T_- ' '

interpenetration
The positioning of planes, objects, or shapes so
that they appear to pass through each other.
which lock them together within a specif rc area
of space.

intuitive space
The illusion of space that the aftist creates
by rnstinct ively manipulat ing certain space-
producing devices, including overlapping, trans-
parency, interpenetrat ion, incl ined p'anes, dis-
proporlionate scale, frzctional representation,
and the inherent spatral propenies ofthe art
elements.

isometric projection
A technical drawing system in which a three-
dimensional object is presented two-

ril-#ffi "sFflAtft*r or

dimensionally; starting with the nearest vertical
edge, the horizontal edges of the objea are
drawn at a 3O-degree angle, and all verticals
are prolected perpendicularly from a horizontal
base.

linear perspective
A system used to depicl three-dimensional
images on a two-dimensional surface; it develops
the optical phenomenon of diminishing size by
treating edges as converging parallel lines that
extend to a vanrshing point or points on the
horizon (eye level) and recede from the viewer.
(See also perspective.)

oblique projection
A technical drawing system in which a
three-dimensional object rs presented two-
dimensionally; the front and back sides of the
object are parallel to the horizontal base, and
the other planes are drawn as parallels coming
offthe front plane at a 45-degree angle.

orthographic drawing
Graphic representation of two-dimensional
views of an object, showing a plan, verlical eleva-
tions, and/or a section.

perspective
Any graphic system-including atmospheric
perspectrve and linear perspective-used in
creating the i l lusion of three-dimensional images
and/or spatial relationships in which the objects
or their parts appear to diminish as they recede
into the distance,

plastic (space)
l. The use of the elements to create the i l lusion
of the third dimension on a two-dimensional
sur"face. 2. Three-dimensional art forms, such as
architecture, sculpture, and ceramics.

relief sculpture
An artwod< graphic in concept but sculptural in
application, that utilizes relatively shallow depth
to establish images. The space development may
range from very ilmited projection, known as
"low relief" to more exaggerated space'develop-

meant to be viewed frontally, not in the

reverse perspective
A graphic system for depicting three-
dimensional images, commonly seen in tra-
ditional East Asian art, in which the "parallel"
lines of objects or their pafts seem to con-
verge toward the viewer, rather than away i
the distance. (See perspective.)

shallow space
The illusion of limited depth. With shallow
space, the imagery appears to move only a
slight distance back from the picture plane,

sPace
The interval, or measurable distance,
points or images; can be actual or illusionary,

structured ambiguity
A condition in which the positive figure and
the negative background seem to reverse
roles, fluctuatjng back and forth between the
two functions to create an ambiguous sense
space, Structured ambiguity is often
as a transition between contrasting values or
colors and is a valuable tool for creating
il lusions, denying space, and blending an
into its background.

three-dimensional
Possesses the dimensions of (or i l lusions ofl
height, width, and depth. In the graphic arts,
the feeling of depth is an illusron, while in the
plastic arts, the wor* has actual depth,

transparency
A visual quality in which a distant image or
ment can be seen through a nearer one.

two-dimensional
Possesses the dimensions of heisht and wi
especially when considedng the flat surface,
picture plane.

void
| . An area lacking positive substance and
consisting of negative space. 2. A spatial area
within an objett that penetrates and passes
through it,

Space - The interval, or measurable distance, between points or images; can be actual or illusionary.

ment, known as "high relief" Relief sculpture
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Time - A system or way of measuring the interval beween events or experiences.

Motion - The process of moving, or changing place or position in space.

motion
movement found in ar1 forms like kinetic

where bodies physically change their location
ing a period of time.

raoid succession of a secuence of draw-
computer-generated images, or pictures of

such as clay figures that create the illu-
of a moving image

(or single cel l)
image from a series of related images that

an idea. Cells are commonly found
comic strips, graphic novels, or storyboard

s, which tend to isolale the rmapes
each other by an outline in the shape of

Cells also refer to the indivrdual
of animated carioons.

cinematic technique in whrch the subject f i l ls
camera frame: used to focus the viewer's

on specific imagery or detail,

cinematic technique that abruptly shifts from
event or character to another and is often
to allow the viewer to move between

and change points of view as the dia-
or actron evolves,

aesthetic technioue, used as a fllm or video
between rmages or scenes, in which

shot disappears as another slowly appears,

lengh of time in which an activity takes

aesthetic technicue, used as a fllm or video
between scenes, in which the image

dar*ens to black,

cinematic technique of jumping to a sequence
events in the story that are meant to have

flash-forward
A cinematic technique of jumping to a sequence
of events in lhe storv that are meant to take' ' ' '  - '_-  /  '  "
nlare in the fi r-tr rrc

four-dimensional space
An imagrnative treatment of forms that gives a
sense of rntervals of time or motion.

frame
A . i^^ l^.+-+i-  ; ' . .^^ . .  . in l iad +A.rr f^An<n >l  lB ' t r  )Ldl lL l l l l4Bs d) dPP'rLU

storyboards, animation, fllms, videos, or
com puter-generated graph ics.

Futurism
An eady-twentieth-century movement that
sought to express the fourth dimension through
the speed, power, and motion of the industrial

implied motion
The sense or i l lusion of movement given to a
<tetir nhiert

installations
Interior or extedor settings of media created by
artists to heiphten the vrewer's awareness of the' -b_-! l*  - -

cn\ / r r  nmFntr l  <n2ac

kinetic
Derived from the Greek word kinesis, meanrng
"motion." Kinetic art includes the element of
actual motron.

long shot
A cinematic technique in which the f l lmmaker
provides a drstant view with a broader penspec-
tive of image; often used to imply a larger con-
apntr  re l  anntavt

medium shot
A cinematic technique in which the f l lmmaker
provides a view that seems to lie somewhere
between a close-up and a long shot,

mobile
A three-dimensional moving sculpture.

motion
The process of moving. or changrng place or
n6<r-tr^n rn <ntao

motion picture
The illusion of a moving image created by
showing a series of sti l l  picures in rapid
sequence.

multimedia
The combination of many different groups
of media such as text, still and moving graph-
ics, and spoken and instrumental sounds; also
often integrated with communication tech-
nologies involving television, video, telephones,
;nr{ rnmnr r tprc

mult iple exposures
A photographic technique that shows a figure
in motion by displaying a rapid series of expo-
sures within the same image,

slow motion
I A r inpmatir fcrhninr re that slows down

the movement and t ime in a f l lm: created by
shooting a high number of frames per second
and showing them at a much slower speed,
2, The sense that time and movement are
progressing more slowly than normal.

still frame
One frame (or full-screen image) from a series
of frames normally seen in a f i lm or video pre-
sentation that when viewed in sequence pres-
ent the i l lusion of a moving picture, Related to
cel l .

superimposing, superimposed images
A technique in which various views of the
same subject are placed on top ofeach other
in the same image.

t ime
A system or way of measuring the interval
between events or expenences.

video
A recording of visual images that are stored in
an electronic format (digital or videotape) and
viewed on a television. computer monitor, or
nroiectron srrecn The sbnsation of motion is
an illusion created by the rapid sequence of
images,

place in the past
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